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TO OUR MEMBERS 
This report covers the Morris Park Business Improvement 
District (MPBID) activity between July 1, 2019 to June 30, 
2020.  
The Morris Park Business Improvement District (legally the 
Morris Park District Management Association) is the 75th BID 
in New York City and the 10th in the Bronx, established by 
NYC Council law in 2018.  The MPBID mission is to enhance 
the Morris Park Avenue commercial corridor, by providing the 
following supplementary services: 

• Supplementary sanitation; 

• Beautification; 

• Safety, and  

• District marketing services. 
These supplementary services are provided in addition to, not 
as a substitute of, the services provided by the City of New 
York, for the purpose of maintaining a thriving and vibrant 
Morris Park commercial corridor. The BID services and 
operations are funded through a tax assessment on property 
owners, collected by the NYC Department of Finance and 
disbursed twice a year to the BID, which is a non-profit 
organization (501c3 status approved by the IRS on December 
5, 2019).  
 
Along with all sectors of the US economy, the MPBID activity in the year 2019-2020 has been 
abruptly disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic that started in NYC in mid-March 2020. In the 
first part of the fiscal year, fall 2019 until March 2020 (pre-pandemic) the BID operated on a 
growth pattern, with many successful community events and full services delivered to the 
corridor. Starting mid-March 2020 and until the end of the fiscal year, the MPBID activity sharply 
shifted to focus on providing support to businesses for accessing financial assistance available 
from the City, state and federal level, and all health and safety operational guidelines designed 
to alleviate the COVID-19 economic impact on small businesses. 
 
While our core sanitation services to the corridor continued with enhancements, the marketing 
and public events were considerably reduced from March 2020, in line with the safety 
restrictions imposed by NY State and NYC. 
 
Within a couple of months since the pandemic, it became clear that Morris Park Avenue 
businesses, while impacted significantly, are also showing remarkable resilience. 
 
 In FY20, 11 new storefronts opened in the Morris Park BID district: one deli (White Plains Road 
Deli), two Middle Eastern dessert stores (Sweet Bites, Damascus Sweets), four restaurants 
(Morris Park Inn, La Palma, Tasty Choice, La Catrina), one real estate agency (Scope Realty), one 
professional office (Aleksander Mici), one flower store (MC Flower Events), one fast food 
(Kennedy Fried Chicken, Burger, Kebab). From these, 6 stores opened after March 2020. To 
support the new businesses on the corridor, the MPBID started posting “Welcome to Morris 
Park” notifications and photos in the Bronx Times, in order to inform the community.  
 

 

 
 

  
Holiday lights on Morris Park Avenue provided by the 
Morris Park BID  
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One supermarket changed ownership and made significant upgrades (MetFresh at 775 Morris 
Park Avenue). We also had 2 businesses that closed: the Van Nest Bowling Alley, and SPC 
Money Services. 
 
A study of NYC Planning conducted in the summer 2020, accompanied by corridor inspections 
found the corridor to be ‘shockingly healthy’, while a discrepancy between the east and west of 
White Plains Road was noted regarding use of the ‘Open Restaurants’ program that allows 
outdoor dining. 
 
The BID 501c3 non-profit status registration was obtained in December 2019, and the BID 
Board and Committees operate at the highest standards of non-profit governance. 

Financial Highlights 

The MPBID assessment income is of $390,000/year is based on a tax levied on commercial 
property owners on Morris Park Avenue between Amethyst Street/Unionport Road and 
Williamsbridge Road (see map on final page). During FY20, the BID also received allocations 
from local elected representatives, $15,000 from discretionary funding provided by the 
Councilman Mark Gjonaj, and $10,000 from a legislative allocation from Assemblyman Michael 
Benedetto, both aimed to support community and marketing events and BID formation 
expenses. The BID finances are managed from a checking account at Ridgewood Bank. A second 
reserve and emergency account in CDs was established since June 2019 also held at Ridgewood 
Bank. All banking transactions require four Board signatories, and all BID-issued checks require 
two Board signatories. 
 
The FY20 audit was conducted by the auditor appointed by the MPBID Audit Committee, Tyrone 
Sellers CPA and finalized on November 3, 2020 (currently pending Board approval). 

Operating Highlights 

During FY20, the MPBID Board and its Committees continued working diligently, transparently, 
at the highest standards of governance, overseeing integrity of the BID financial and operational 
processes.  The MPBID continued its evolution into a strong, self-reliant and accountable 
organization, with results of work being recognized externally by multiple media outlets 
including The Wall Street Journal. 
 
Over the course of this report period, MPBID was featured on Bronx News12 six times, in the 
Wall Street Journal, and City Limits. The BID also posted information of high relevance to the 
corridor in the Bronx Times on a weekly basis, as well as Facebook advertising for special 
accomplishments. The BID conducted a total of 17 public events and surveyed 90 shoppers on 
their perception of the needs of the commercial corridor.  

 

Did you know? 
The Morris Park Avenue corridor has one of the highest rates of business resiliency in New 
York City, according to reports by the NYC Department of Planning, based on studies of 24 
neighborhoods investigated both before the impact of COVID-19 in summer 2019, as well 

as during COVID-10 recovery, in summer 2020. 
 

Morris Park is the largest job center in the Bronx,  
contributing to 12% of all jobs in the borough. 
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Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic 

Since mid March 2020, the country and the city had to adjust to the new reality of coping to the 
global pandemic brought by COVID-19. The MPBID responded with determination and focus, by 
undertaking new activities as called for by the evolving situation, including:  
 

- Distributing more than 25,000 masks to businesses in Morris Park and in central Bronx; 
 

- Coordinating with Streetplus, the BID supplementary sanitation provider, to enhance our 
sanitation services to include disinfection of street furniture and high contact areas 
including benches, mailboxes, trash cans, etc. 

- Providing businesses with information on the grants, loans and financial assistance 
instruments available from city, state and federal level, as well as private sources; 
 

- Supporting the community by organizing 4 free food distribution events, made possible 
by our partnership with local organizations including Loving the Bronx, 1718 White 
Plains Road Pantry and the 7th Day Adventist Church food pantry; 

 
- Establishing a permanent presence with one 
page in the Bronx Times, with persistent and 
positive messaging “We Will Go Through This 
Together”, to support community morale; 
 
- Expressing gratefulness to heroes and first 
responders from the healthcare field, by providing 
200 meals to the frontline workers from the 
Montefiore Medical Center, purchased from local 
restaurants in Morris Park (Scaglione’s Bakery, 
Healthy&Fresh, Subway, Morris Park Inn, Fine 
Food Cuisine); 
 
- Assisting two Morris Park businesses that 
suffered damages in the protests that took place  
in June 2020 to recover their damages to the full 
extent, and a third businesses in Allerton (Subway) 
by helping them access a NYC SBS Emergency 
Assistance Grant (Loconsolo Paints and Superior 
Hardware store). 

     
 

  
Streetplus, the Morris Park BID supplementary sanitation provided enhanced services to the corridor during the COVID-19 pandemic 

 

With support from the Morris Park BID, Loconsolo 
Paints and Superior Paint&Hardware received SBS 
Emergency Response Grants recovering in full the 
costs of repairs suffered due to protests in June 2020, 
and also added safety and security upgrades to their 
storefronts 
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Source: NYC Planning August 2020 “Retail Activity in NYC, COVID Recovery Across 24 Neighborhoods” 
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Supplementary Sanitation 

The BID services that are most visible to Morris Park small businesses and community residents 
are our supplementary sanitation and graffiti removal operations. The BID received 
overwhelmingly positive feedback from store owners on Morris Park Avenue regarding the 
sanitation program conducted 7 hrs/day and 7 days/week. Our vendor, Streetplus, provided 
enhanced sanitation and disinfection services during the peak months of the coronavirus 
pandemic, including washing and disinfecting street furniture, mailboxes and trash receptacles. 
Their work on Morris Park Avenue was also featured in a dedicated Bronx Times article. 
The graffiti removal is performed once a month, also carried out by Streetplus, part of our 
supplementary sanitation contract, which is due to expire in December 2021. 
 
More public education and community outreach may be necessary especially in relation to 
responsible pet ownership along the sidewalks of Morris Park Avenue. 

Beautification 

In addition to cutting over-grown grass during the summer months, the BID started in FY20 a 
process of surveying conditions of existing tree-pits along the commercial corridor, especially 
with regards to presence or absence of guards, and other physical conditions. We took pictures 
and mapped instances requiring attention: missing tree guards, trees appearing damaged or 
dead and missing tree pits. In FY20 the BID Beautification Committee started working on a 
Request for Proposals for landscaping and beautification services to plant new perennial and 
decorative flowers in selected tree pits, in order to beautify the aspect of Morris Park Avenue. A 
horticulture contract was subsequently signed in FY 21 and started being implemented in 
October 2020, with the work receiving raving reviews from the community. We also made 311 
referrals to NYC Parks for 5 missing or dead trees.  

Safety  
 

The Morris Park Avenue commercial corridor did not have significant safety related concerns 
over the course of the year, even though several incidental crime instances were recorded. We 
are appreciative for the work of the NYPD 49th Precinct in maintaining a safe Morris Park 
Avenue, for small businesses and residents alike.  
2 commercial locations affected by fire in December 2018 were restored and are back in 
commercial use. In relation to COVID-19 precautions, the BID office at 966 Morris Park Avenue 
replaced its entrance door to allow contactless delivery of masks, and to limit public access to 
the office space.  
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District Marketing 

Despite a real estate base that is in need of significant upgrades especially on the west side of 
the corridor, the Morris Park Avenue commercial corridor has a devoted base of faithful 
customers, mostly community residents that have used local stores for many years.  
 
A September 20, 2020 article in The Wall Street Journal featuring the Morris Park Avenue 
corridor used the title “New York City Outer Boroughs See Foot Traffic – By Locals. Foot traffic 
data shows smaller neighborhood corridors are rebounding faster than Times Square and the 
Financial District, as people spend money closer to home”.  The consistent and steady support 
from local residents allowed the Morris Park Avenue corridor to navigate the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic with relatively lower negative impacts, compared to other Bronx 
commercial corridors. Shoppers, locals and visitors alike have sometimes decades-long family 
ties with anchor Morris Park businesses including Patricia’s, Conti’s, Van Nest Hardware, 
Scaglione Bakery, Van Nest Auto Parts, etc., which contributes significantly to the resiliency of 
the corridor. 

   
 

 
In particular on the western part of Morris Park Avenue, the economic activity appears to have 
intensified in the second part of the year despite the impact of COVID, with several new 
businesses opening up. The west part of Morris Park Avenue in the BID district is hosting a 
significant number of middle eastern businesses catering primarily to a Yemeni base of 
customers. This area, part of Van Nest section of the Bronx appears on Google Maps as ‘Little 
Yemen’ and is very vibrant. The eastern part of Morris Park Avenue is a mix of eateries, 
restaurants, delis, general services and residential properties. The entire commercial corridor has 
the feeling of a small village in the heart of the Bronx, and the community is close knit and 
closely monitoring commercial developments. 

 

During FY19, the BID was featured positively on News12 the Bronx multiple times, in relation to 
our advocacy for infrastructure and beautification, Healthy & Fresh 4 Year Anniversary, the 
Masks by Mail Program, etc. 
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Advocacy and Infrastructure Developments  

 
One of the most significant functions of BIDs is to conduct public advocacy with a wide variety 
of NYC agencies, elected representatives at city and state level. During FY19 we engaged with 
many public and private entities to advocate for qualitative improvements of the Morris Park 
Avenue corridor, and for its better integration with the rest of the Bronx and NYC. 
 

➢ LinkNYC 
We continued calling public attention to the lack of LinkNYC kiosks in Morris Park that we 
believe would be a highly beneficial upgrade for aspect of the corridor, along with facilitating 
community communications and providing advertising space to local businesses. There are 9 
outdated analogue phone booths along Morris Park Avenue in the BID district.  
 
Their replacement with LinkNYC kiosks would add an infrastructure element allowing better and 
more effective outreach to the community, together with many additional features including: free 
wi-fi, transit and weather information, PSAs and information on City services. 

 

    
 

➢ Loreto Park renovation 
In fall 2019 the NYC Department of Parks and Recreation initiated an extensive renovation 
project for Loreto Park, that will transform a former hockey field into a sports multi-purpose area 
for soccer and baseball. This is a development much welcomed by the community. Work is 
currently in progress with an expected completion date of fall 2021. 
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➢ Bicycle lane 

The DOT installed, in October 2019, a bicycle lane on 
Morris Park Avenue. The DOT also created left turning 
bays, and a central median used by the emergency and 
heavy duty vehicles. The new traffic pattern required 
businesses to make adjustments on delivery schedules, 
and caused motorists to pay higher fines for double 
parking. Overall, the transition for both motorists and 
businesses proceeed appropriately following the initial 
impact, with a traffic flow appearing to be more 
disciplined.  Double parking remains a chronic issue very 
visible on Morris Park Avenue, especially at peak times, 
lunch and evening time, and during weekends. There are 
no plans for Citi Bike expansion on Morris Park Avenue 
until at least 2023 as per information released by the 
program (see photo). There are current DOT projects pilot 
testing e-scooters, prioritizing neighborhoods outside 
Manhattan, and poortly served by public transportation. 

 

 
➢ Metro North Penn Station Access – forthcoming Morris Park Station 

The MPBID continued monitoring and participation in events presenting city agencies’ work 
around providing Metro North access to Penn Station at the east end of Morris Park Avenue, 
using an existing Amtrak line. This project will include a “Morris Park Avenue” station to be 
located on Bassett Street, at the very eastern end on Morris Park Avenue. 
        

Communications and Social Media Presence 
The BID initiated in October 2019 an electronic newsletter, Morris Park Avenue News, shared 
generally on a monthly basis, or bi-weekly during the COVID pandemic. The newsletter is 
currently at its 23rd issue. 
We continued to actively use social media platforms including Facebook, Instagram and Twitter 
where we currently have a dedicated and growing base of followers. 
The MPBID continued its presence in the structure of the NYC BIDs Association, selectively 
supporting a wide range of policy proposals.  
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Community Events  

The MPBID takes great pride in having a very active 
community outreach program, considering the highly 
residential profile of the Morris Park Avenue 
corridor. All events the BID produces are open to 
the community and offered at no cost for all 
residents.  
In FY20, the MPBID produced the following 
community events, or had a presence at events 
organized by other local organizations:  
 

 
1. Summer 2019 Concert Series organized by 

Councilmember Gjonaj’s office in Loreto Park on 
August 8, 2019, with MPBID participation 
including distribution of back-to-school supplies. 
 

2. Morris Park Live Jazz on August 15, 2019, in 
collaboration with Burger Time. 

 
3. End of the Summer Celebration organized by 

Senator Biaggi’s office in Loreto Park on August 
25, 2019, with MPBID participation including 
distribution of back-to-school supplies. 

 
4. Healthy Fresh 4th Year Anniversary, organized on 

September 9, 2019, by MPBID and Healthy 
Fresh, featured on News12TheBronx. 

 
5. Bronx Columbus Day Parade, organized by the 

Morris Park Community Association on October 
13, 2019, with MPBID participation including a 
horse-pulled carriage and two ponies, providing 
free rides to children along the parade route. 

 
6. Morris Park Avenue Daffodil Planting Expedition,  

organized by the MPBID on October 29, 2019 
with the 4th graders from PS 83, planting 
daffodils on tree pits on Morris Park Avenue. 

 
7. Morris Park Halloween Celebration, on October 

30, 2019, organized in front of the MPBID office 
at 966 Morris Park Avenue. 
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8. Dig In. Daffodil Project Bulb Planting in Loreto 
Playground organized on November 9, 2019 by 
MPBID in collaboration with CB11 member Natali 
Medina and NYC Partnerships for Parks, including 
planting of over 1000 daffodils as a remembrance of 
victims of 9/11. 

 
9. Small Business Saturday, community outreach 

encouraging local shopping on November 30, 2019, 
organized by MPBID and supported by MetFresh. 

 
10. Holiday Lights on Morris Park Avenue, between 

November 30, 2019 – January 8, 2020, provided by 
the MPBID. 

 
11. Morris Park Joyful Holiday Trolley, organized by the 

MPBID on December 22, 2020, including photo 
opportunities for families to meet Santa Clause, The 
Grinch, sampling treats from local businesses, and 
taking free rides with the holiday trolley. 

 
12. Love Your Neighborhood, Valentine’s Day event and 

reusable bag distribution event on February 14, 
2020, organized by MPBID with support from NYC 
Department of Sanitation. 

 
13. Masks by Mail, mask distribution event organized by 

MPBID between March 15 – May 30, 2020, providing 
over 4,000 masks to vulnerable Bronx residents in 
zip codes 10461 and 10462, event featured by 
News12TheBronx. 

 
14. Morris Park Food Drive, organized by MPBID 

between April – June 2020, setting up the MPBID 
office as a collection site for donations from 
neighborhood residents giving food to local pantries. 

 
15. Morris Park Free COVID-19 Care Kits, organized by 

MPBID on June 5 2020, for community engagement 
in the forthcoming Census2020 operations. 

 
16. 2020 Graduation Raffle, organized by the MPBID on 

June 26, 2020 to celebrate the end of the school 
year. 

Additionally, the BID regularly participates in the NYPD 
Build the Block meetings for Morris Park and Van Nest, 
and routinely visits corridor businesses, connecting them 
with resources and providing information on relevant 
developments from city agencies. We also organized a 
Compliance Advisory visit from SBS with Conti’s Pastry 
Shoppe on October 7, 2020. 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FY 2020 FOR THE MPBID ANNUAL REPORT  

     2019 – 2020 Board of Directors 

 

Thank you to our FY20 funders! 
- BID Property owners; 
- NYC District 13 Councilman Mark Gjonaj (discretionary grant of $15,000); 
- NY State Assembly District 82, Assemblyman Michael Benedetto (legislative allocation of $10,000); 
- Individual merchants supporting our events: Patsy’s of Morris Park, Conti’s Pastry Shoppe, Big Deal, 

Healthy  Fresh.  
Special thanks to the Bronx Community Board 11 District Manager Jeremy Warneke for this support in 
liaising with NYC agencies, to the NYC Department of Small Business Services team, and to the NYPD 
49th Precinct for keeping the community safe for all businesses and residents in Morris Park and Van 
Nest.     

 

MPBID STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION FY20  STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES 

ASSETS FY 2019 FY 2020  SUPPORT AND REVENUES FY 2019 FY 2020 

Cash $122,510 $165,127  Assessment revenue $390,000 $390,000 

Prepaid expense $2,333 -  Grants and Contributions - $25,000 

Fixed and other assets $24,339 $28,973  Other income - $11 

TOTAL $151,582 $196,500  Interest and Other Income $31 $1,655 

    TOTAL $390,031 $416,666 

LIABILITIES/NET ASSETS       

Liabilities: accounts payable $30,290 $19,461  EXPENSES   

Netassets without donor restriction $121,292 $177,039    Sanitation $118,405 $146,961 

TOTAL $151,582 $196,500  Marketing and Promotions $94,810 $67,902 

Summary of Financial Statements dated November 3, 2020, 
audited by Tyrone Anthony Sellers, CPA (report pending Board 
approval).  
A copy of the complete audited financial statements will be made 
available online at www.morrisparkbid.org 

 Public Safety $1,954 $12,746 

 Economic Development $1,954 $20,190 

 Beautification $3,908 $14,435 

 Management and General $74,616 $71,775 

 Total expenses and losses $268,739 $360,919 

 Change in net assets $121,292 $55,747 

  Net assets at end of year $121,292 $177,039 
     

Fiscal Year 2021 Board Approved Budget FY 2021  Property Owners (Class A) 
William Pedone, Chairman    
Ben Celaj, Vice-Chairman      
Safet Paljevic, Treasurer      
Peter Spoto, Secretary     
Frank Pestone 
Mario Zallo     
Miguel Garcia   
   
Commercial Tenants (Class B)  
Al D’Angelo     
   
Residential Tenants (Class C)  
Elaine Schillaci 
 
Government Officials (Class D)  
Hon. Bill de Blasio, NYC Mayor, represented by Gregg 
Bishop/Jonnel Doris, Commissioner, NYC Department of 
Small Business Services 
NYC Comptroller Scott Stringer 
Bronx Borough President Ruben Diaz Jr. 
New York City Council District 13 Councilman Mark Gjonaj 
 
Other, non-voting (Class E)  
Morris Park Community Association     
Van Nest Neighborhood Alliance    
 
Staff: Dr. Camelia Tepelus, Executive Director  

Revenues    

BID Assessment $390,000  

Interest $1,828  

Grants & Contributions $100,000  

Unalocated FY20 to be used in FY21 $48,173  

TOTAL $540,001  

   

Expenses   

A) Program and Services (total) $245,540  

Marketing (including holiday lights) $60,000  

Streetscape/beautification $45,000  

Supplementary sanitation $135,540  

Public Safety $5,000  

   

B) General & Administrative (total) $169,460  

Personnel $80,011  

Insurances $38,763  

Professional fees and services (audit, rent, 
bookkeeping) 

$32,600  

Office infrastructure and supplies $12,000  

Legal $500  

Miscellaneous $5,586  

Total $415,000  

Unallocated from FY20 $48,173  
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

Accounts 

During FY20, the audited total expenditures presented 
in the statement of activities are $360,919, reflecting 
a change in net assets of $55,747. The MPBID has a 
single credit card account from Chase Bank, issued to 
the Executive Director and used according to the 
Financial Policy approved by the Board at its meeting 
on May 21st, 2019. The MPBID does not have debt. 
Credit card balances are paid in full on a monthly 
basis. 

Corporation Membership 
As of the date of this report, the corporation includes 
188 properties as specified in the District Plan 
prepared pursuant to section 25-204(a) of Chapter 5 
of Title 25 of the Administrative Code of the City of New York, 155 being partially, or wholly 
commercial. The current vacancy rate of the District is around 15% as per a NYC Department of 
Planning assessment conducted in July 2020.  

Looking Ahead at FY21 
The BID started FY21 (July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021) on a strong financial footing on an 
increased budget of $415,000 based on assessment funds from FY20 and the previous year.  
 
In August 2020, we learned that the MPBID is one of three NYC organizations awarded by 
NYCDSBS an Avenue NYC 3-year grant starting in FY21. This is a capacity building grant of up 
to $300,000 over 3 years (up to $100,000/year), requiring hiring a dedicated grant-funded 
staff member.  

The grant requirements include 
conducting of a large research study 
called a “Commercial District Needs 
Assessment” (CDNA) in the first 
year, covering the main commercial 
corridors in the area including: 
- Morris Park Avenue; 
- Williamsbridge Avenue; 
- Bronxdale Avenue; 
-  White Plains Road, stopping at 
Pelham Parkway.  
 
In the subsequent two years, the 
Avenue NYC program will implement 
projects that will be identified by 
the CDNA study. 
 

 

Conti’s Pastry Shoppe receiving the “NY State 
Empire Award” in December 2019, from Senator 
Gustavo Rivera 
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MPBID EVENTS IN FY20  
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Welcome to the new storefronts on Morris Park Avenue! 

La Palma Restaurant and Cali Fresh Market (opened in September 2020); Tasty Choice and MC Floral 
Event (opened in October 2020); Scope Realty, City Stage Dance Academy (opened in July 2020); 
Aleksander Mici Law Office (opened in January 2020); White Plains Deli Market (opened in March 

2020); Homemade Sweets (opened in February 2020), Met Fresh (former Pioneer, under new 
management and rebranding starting November 2019); Kennedy Fried Chicken (opened in July 2019). 
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THANK YOU! 

 
 

MorrisParkBID.org 
966 Morris Park Avenue, Bronx, NY 10462 

morrisparkbid@gmail.com 
@MorrisParkBID 

We provide services and conduct public advocacy to maintain a clean, green, beautiful, 

vibrant and safe Morris Park Avenue commercial corridor in the heart of  the Bronx. 

     

     

Tree pits on Morris Park Avenue, cleaned, aerated, planted and mulched in October 2020 by the Morris Park BID 
landscaping contractor, The Horticultural Society of New York 

mailto:morrisparkbid@gmail.com

